[Population of murine rhabdomyosarcoma MKh-53 clones under different proliferation conditions studied by flow cytometry].
Clones of rhabdomyosarcoma cells were obtained due to implantation of the tumor cells in the eye anterior chamber, in subcutaneous connective tissue and in lungs of mice. The DNA contents in the clone cells were measured using flow cytometry. Diploid indices of clones were calculated from the ratio of the modal content of DNA in G1-cells to the DNA content in lymphocytes contaminating these clones. The diploid indices of various clones varied from 1.4 to 2.3. The mean diploid index calculated for clones that grew under given conditions of proliferation varied within 1.85-1.88. Only one of the 66 clones examined displayed a two-peak distribution of cell according to their DNA content in phase G1, which may suggest a karyotypic instability of the progeny of the tumor clonogenic cell. No correlation was revealed between the diploid indices of clones and the following parameters, such as: the portion of tumor cells being at different phases of cell cycle; the number of normal (stromal) cells contaminating the clones, coefficients of variation of DNA contents in tumor cell clones. A positive correlation was observed between the coefficients of variation of DNA contents in the normal (stromal) cells contaminating the clones and those of tumor clone cells being in phase G1. It is concluded that the variability of results of the flow cytometric measurement of DNA in G1-cells may reflect the variability of cells in respect not only to their DNA contents but also to their capacity of dye sorbtion.